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SQLite Admin is a simple,
useful and reliable

application that comes in
handy for users who work

with multiple databases
and need to examine the
structure of a database,
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create new ones or simply
execute any type of SQL

statement. The main
window of the application

is intuitive and enables
you to open an existing

database, create a new one
or simply use the

sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the

databases and
SQL statements you

opened. In case you want
to create a new database, a

blank grid will be
automatically generated.
The ‘Open Query’ button,
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available in the upper part
of the application allows
you to open a new SQL
file or manually enter a

SQL statement, then
execute it. What’s more,

you can even run multiple
SQL scripts at a time. The
History section, available

in the left part of the
Query window allows you
to view all the executed
SQL statements used to
grab data from tables.

Still, a drawback of the
application is that it does
not provide you with code
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completion features, nor
useful options that help

you to configure the
scripts. Working with

SQLite Admin you must
be a good connoisseur of

the SQL scripts and
functions since no helpful

features are available.
After creating the tables
you are interested in, the

main window of the
application enables you to

view all the available
entries, the primary keys
and the data type for each

entry. However, you
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cannot edit them unless
you access the Query
window and use the

ALTER script that helps
you to modify the existing
tables. Considering all of
the above, SQLite Admin
proves to be a steady and

reliable solution especially
designed for users who

really know how to work
with SQL scripts and need

to manage and edit
multiple databases using
an intuitive environment.

SQLite Admin is a simple,
useful and reliable
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application that comes in
handy for users who work

with multiple databases
and need to examine the
structure of a database,

create new ones or simply
execute any type of SQL

statement. The main
window of the application

is intuitive and enables
you to open an existing

database, create a new one
or simply use the

sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the

databases and
SQL statements you
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opened. In case you want
to create a new database, a

blank grid will be
automatically generated.
The ‘Open Query’ button,
available in the upper part
of the application allows
you to open a new SQL
file or manually enter a

SQL statement, then
execute it. What’
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KEYMACRO is the
application that enables
users to create and edit
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key-value based tables on
SQLite database. The
main window of the

application is simple and
enables users to build,
inspect, edit and create

tables. The built-in
browser helps you to
access all the existing
tables, and the ‘Create

Table’ button allows you
to build a new key-value
table. For each entry, a

small window is
generated, in which you
can type a name for the

column, enter its datatype,
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select a primary key (if
required), select a unique

key and also specify a
default value if it is a non-

null column. All of the
above actions are available
through the pop-up menu

that is associated with
each column. Moreover,
you can even specify a
name for the table and

apply a table filter, so that
you may restrict all the

existing entries to be only
those that meet your

criteria. The rows of the
table can be edited, and
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you can use an ‘Insert
Row’ button to add a new
entry or a ‘Delete Row’
button to remove the

selected entry. The ‘Query
Window’ button is

available in the upper part
of the application and
allows you to perform

different queries on the
existing tables. Still, a

drawback of the
application is that the

window does not allow
you to copy and paste

values into the table. Also,
the application does not
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have any useful features
for storing settings, and it

does not allow you to
define your preferences.

In conclusion,
KEYMACRO is the

application that is built for
users who prefer using
key-value based tables.

TablesWare Description:
TablesWare is an

application that allows
users to create, insert,
view, modify, print,
export and perform

queries on database tables.
The main window of the
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application is intuitive and
enables you to open a

table that you have already
built, create a new one,
edit or update existing
entries or perform a
different query. A

database is available as a
file in the browser. The

‘Open File’ button allows
you to open a.db file,

then, select a table to be
worked on. The ‘View’

button shows all the
existing columns of the
table in a read-only way.
In case you want to add a
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new column, simply press
the ‘Add Column’ button
and specify the column
name, datatype and also
the column size. At this

point, 77a5ca646e
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SQLite Admin For Windows

SQLite Admin is a
powerful SQLite database
tool that allows you to
manage multiple databases
in a single environment. It
enables you to view all of
the databases in the
system, create new ones
and even open or close
existing ones. The main
window of the application
is intuitive and allows you
to open an existing
database, create a new one
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or simply use the
sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the
databases and SQL
statements you opened. In
case you want to create a
new database, a blank grid
will be automatically
generated. The ‘Open
Query’ button, available in
the upper part of the
application allows you to
open a new SQL file or
manually enter a SQL
statement, then execute it.
What’s more, you can
even run multiple SQL
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scripts at a time. The
History section, available
in the left part of the
Query window allows you
to view all the executed
SQL statements used to
grab data from tables.
Still, a drawback of the
application is that it does
not provide you with code
completion features, nor
useful options that help
you to configure the
scripts. Working with
SQLite Admin you must
be a good connoisseur of
the SQL scripts and
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functions since no helpful
features are available.
After creating the tables
you are interested in, the
main window of the
application enables you to
view all the available
entries, the primary keys
and the data type for each
entry. However, you
cannot edit them unless
you access the Query
window and use the
ALTER script that helps
you to modify the existing
tables. SQLite Admin is a
powerful SQLite database
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tool that allows you to
manage multiple databases
in a single environment. It
enables you to view all of
the databases in the
system, create new ones
and even open or close
existing ones. The main
window of the application
is intuitive and allows you
to open an existing
database, create a new one
or simply use the
sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the
databases and
SQL statements you
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opened. In case you want
to create a new database, a
blank grid will be
automatically generated.
The ‘Open Query’ button,
available in the upper part
of the application allows
you to open a new SQL
file or manually enter a
SQL statement, then
execute it. What’s more,
you can even run multiple
SQL scripts at a time. The
History section, available
in the left part of the
Query window allows you
to view all the executed
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SQL statements used to
grab

What's New In SQLite Admin?

SQLite Admin is a simple,
useful and reliable
application that comes in
handy for users who work
with multiple databases
and need to examine the
structure of a database,
create new ones or simply
execute any type of SQL
statement. The main
window of the application
is intuitive and enables
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you to open an existing
database, create a new one
or simply use the
sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the
databases and
SQL statements you
opened. In case you want
to create a new database, a
blank grid will be
automatically generated.
The ‘Open Query’ button,
available in the upper part
of the application allows
you to open a new SQL
file or manually enter a
SQL statement, then
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execute it. What’s more,
you can even run multiple
SQL scripts at a time. The
History section, available
in the left part of the
Query window allows you
to view all the executed
SQL statements used to
grab data from tables.
Still, a drawback of the
application is that it does
not provide you with code
completion features, nor
useful options that help
you to configure the
scripts. Working with
SQLite Admin you must
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be a good connoisseur of
the SQL scripts and
functions since no helpful
features are available.
After creating the tables
you are interested in, the
main window of the
application enables you to
view all the available
entries, the primary keys
and the data type for each
entry. However, you
cannot edit them unless
you access the Query
window and use the
ALTER script that helps
you to modify the existing
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tables. Considering all of
the above, SQLite Admin
proves to be a steady and
reliable solution especially
designed for users who
really know how to work
with SQL scripts and need
to manage and edit
multiple databases using
an intuitive environment.
SQLite Admin 1.0.0 [
Visit SQLite Admin
Website ] Download the
SQLite Admin Installer.
SQLite Admin is a simple,
useful and reliable
application that comes in
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handy for users who work
with multiple databases
and need to examine the
structure of a database,
create new ones or simply
execute any type of SQL
statement. The main
window of the application
is intuitive and enables
you to open an existing
database, create a new one
or simply use the
sqladmindemo.db in order
to keep track of the
databases and
SQL statements you
opened. In case you want
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to create a new database, a
blank grid will be
automatically generated.
The ‘Open Query’ button,
available in the upper part
of the application allows
you to open a new SQL
file or manually enter a
SQL statement, then
execute it. What’s more,
you can even run multiple
SQL scripts at a time. The
History section, available
in the left part of the
Query window allows you
to view all the executed
SQL statements used to
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System Requirements For SQLite Admin:

Windows - OS: Windows
10 (64 bit only) Windows
10 (64 bit only) Processor:
Intel Core i5 - 3.6 GHz or
better (I tested with 3.4
GHz) Intel Core i5 - 3.6
GHz or better (I tested
with 3.4 GHz) Memory: 8
GB RAM 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce 8200 / ATI
Radeon HD 2600 -
DirectX 11.0 NVIDIA
GeForce 8200 / ATI
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Radeon HD 2600 -
DirectX 11.0 Hard Drive:
30 GB available space
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